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Cyclic Durability of a Solid Oxide Fe-Air Redox Battery Operated at 650°C
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The recently developed rechargeable solid oxide metal-air redox battery has shown a great potential for applications in mid- to large-scale stationary energy storage. Cyclic durability is one of the most important requirements for stationary energy storage. In this study, we report the cyclic durability of a solid oxide Fe-air redox battery operated at 650°C. The battery was continuously cycled 100 times under a current density of 50 mA/cm² with rather flat performance, producing an average specific energy of 760 Wh/kg-Fe at a round-trip efficiency of 55.5%. The post-test examination indicated that the performance losses could arise from the fuel-electrode of the battery.
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High energy-capacity metal-air batteries have drawn considerable interest as a potential electrochemical device for mid- to large-scale stationary energy storage.1–10 Among various metal-air chemistries, investigations on high energy-capacity lithium-air batteries are the primary focus. However, issues like reversibility of the electrode reactions, clogging of the air-pathway, and decomposition or evaporation of the organic electrolytes make rechargeable lithium-air batteries a formidable challenge.1,2,7,8 Therefore, new metal-air chemistries that can lead to advanced metal-air batteries with good reversibility and cyclic life are greatly needed.

Recently, our group demonstrated a new class of solid oxide metal-air redox batteries (SOMARBs) that use chemically stable solid oxide electrolytes and involve only gaseous O₂ at the air-electrode during the charge/discharge reactions.11–16 These unique features can easily overcome the critical problems facing the lithium-air battery, e.g. electrolyte/electrode interactions and formation of air-pathway clogging phases. As previously described,11–16 a typical SOMARB consists of two key components: a reversible solid oxide fuel cell (RSOFC) and a metal/metal-oxide redox couple. The former functions as the electrochemical fueling unit (EFU) to realize the charge/discharge cycle, while the latter serves as the chemical energy storage medium (ESM). As a means of facilitating the kinetics of redox reaction, a mixture of H₂-H₂O is also employed as an oxygen shuttle moving between EFU and ESM. In specific, during the discharge cycles, the RSOFC works as a fuel cell, in which H₂ produced from the steam-metal reaction in the ESM is electrochemically oxidized by O²⁻ to produce water that migrates back to the ESM to sustain the steam-metal reaction. During the charge cycles, the RSOFC works as an electrolyzer and all the reactions occurring in RSOFC and ESM during the discharge cycles reverse their directions.11–16

With the earth-abundant and environmentally benign Fe as the redox active metal, we first demonstrated the SOMARB with the Fe/FeO redox couple in a tubular cell configuration,12 and later studied their energy storage characteristics under various testing conditions with a planar cell configuration.13 Recently, we also reported promising results of a 550 °C-SOMARB using the high-capacity Fe-FeO₃ redox couple as the ESM.14 Similar works have also been reported by other research groups.15–20 However, among all the published results, cyclic durability of such a high-temperature redox battery, a very important requirement for stationary applications, has not been reported.

In this study, we aim to fill this gap by testing the cyclic durability of a SOMARB based on Fe-FeO redox couple. We chose 650 °C as the temperature of evaluation because the development of RSOFCs is well established within this temperature range. In addition, the thermodynamically stable redox-couple at 650 °C is Fe-FeO, where abundant point-defects are available in FeO₁₋ₓ to ensure good redox kinetics.12,14 The long-term stability of SOMARB with the Fe-FeO₃ redox couple operated at 550 °C is currently being tested in our lab, the results of which will be reported in the near future.

Experimental

Battery assembly.—The battery for the endurance test was assembled in a planar button cell configuration as described previously.11 The Fe-FeO redox couple in the battery’s ESM was derived from a precursor Fe₂O₃-ZrO₂ synthesized by a chemical co-precipitation method.11–13 The RSOFC consisted of a tape-assembled La₀.₅Sr₀.₅CoO₃₋δ (LSC)-Sm₀.₅Sr₀.₅CoO₃ (SDC)²³ and a Ni-CeO₂ based cermet fuel-electrode, all homemade in our lab. The active cell area was 1.30 cm². Table I summarizes the compositions and thickness of the functional layers employed in the RSOFC. The Fe-FeO based ESM was situated next to but not in direct contact with the fuel-electrode. A homemade glass was used to seal the battery. Readers can refer to our previous publications for more experimental details.11–13

Battery characterization.—At the beginning of the test, the battery cell was heated up with Fe₂O₃-ZrO₂ granules (ESM precursor) being exposed to a mixture of 5%H₂ and N₂. Once reached the melting temperature of the sealing glass at 650 °C, the 5%H₂-N₂ gas was switched to a pure H₂ humidified with 3% H₂O for final reduction of Fe₂O₃ into Fe. When the reduction process was completed, both the H₂ inlet and outlet were closed off and the fuel-electrode became a closed chamber. To create the Fe-FeO redox couple, a small discharge current (10 mA/cm²) from the RSOFC was applied. To ensure the attainment of Fe-FeO equilibrium without over-consuming the active Fe, EMF of the RSOFC was closely monitored during the electrochemical oxidation by intermittently switching between the discharging and OCV states. As soon as the EMF reached 1.03 volts, the theoretical Nernst potential for the Fe-FeO equilibrium at 650 °C, the battery was ready for the charge-discharge cycles. A Solartron 1260/1287 Electrochemical System was employed to characterize the electrical performance of the battery.

Table I. Materials employed in RSOFC of the solid oxide Fe-air redox battery operated at 650 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Thickness (μm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuel electrode</td>
<td>LDC-Ni/GDC-Ni</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrolyte</td>
<td>LSGM</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air electrode</td>
<td>Porous LSGM-SSC/SDC</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current collector</td>
<td>Silver mesh &amp; paste for fuel-electrode</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LDC = La₀.₅Ce₀.₅O₂₋ₓ; GDC = Gd₂₀.₅Ce₀.₅O₂₋ₓ
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scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Zeiss Ultra) equipped with EDX.

Results and Discussion

Confirmation of the Fe-FeO equilibrium.— One pronounced feature of the new solid oxide Fe-air redox battery is that the Fe-based ESM is spatially decoupled from the RSOFC, thus yielding a state-of-charge independent EMF. Monitoring of EMF can help verify the phase equilibrium in the Fe-FeO redox couples. Thermodynamic analysis suggests that the stable redox couple is Fe-FeO at \( t > 600 \, ^\circ\text{C} \). The Maximum Theoretical Specific Energy (MTSE) and EMF of which are given in Fig. 1a as a function of temperatures. At \( t = 650 \, ^\circ\text{C} \), the MTSE and EMF are 986 Wh/kg-Fe and 1.03 V, respectively. The experimental EMF recorded during \( \text{H}_2 \) reduction in Fig. 1b confirms the EMF predicted by Fig. 1a; the EMF plateau observed at 1.03 V corresponds excellently to the thermodynamic value of the Fe-FeO equilibrium. The plateau with higher EMF at 1.125 V represents metallic Fe coexisting with \( \text{H}_2-3\%\text{H}_2\text{O} \) in the system.

Cyclic durability.— The cyclic durability of the battery was examined at 650°C by continuously subjecting the battery to discharge and charge current density of \( J = 50 \, \text{mA/cm}^2 \) for 100 times. The duration of each single discharge or charge cycle was set to 10 min. It is evident from Fig. 2a that the cycling performance is rather stable; only a slight degradation is seen for the first 20 cycles. More specifically, the degradation during the first 5 cycles is observed for both the discharge and charge cycles, after which the degradation is only found for the charge cycle until 20 cycles. After 20 cycles, no obvious degradation can be discerned for all the cycles. The average discharge specific energy over 100 cycles is 760 Wh/kg-Fe as shown in Fig. 2b, which is about 77.1\% of MTSE. When compared with the average charge specific energy (\( =1,370 \, \text{Wh/kg-Fe} \)), the battery cycled at a round-trip efficiency of 55.5\%. This performance, despite its insufficiency to commercial applicability, is better than the same type of Fe-air cell using an YSZ electrolyte operated at 1000°C, in which the average round-trip efficiency over 10 continuous cycles was only 12\%.

It should be noted that the specific energy shown in Fig. 2b is normalized to the mass of the Fe consumed by the oxygen flux.
Figure 3. Electrical performance of RSOFC measured under the open circuit and 650°C. (a) Impedance spectra; (b) P-I and V-I curves before and after 100 galvanic cycles.

Electrochemical impedance analysis.— To investigate the root cause of the degradation, impedance spectra and V-I curves of the battery before and after the test were measured, the results of which are shown in Fig. 3. The impedance spectra of Fig. 3a clearly show increases in area-specific resistances (ASRs) of ohmic and polarization portions after 100 discharge/charge cycles. The total ASR of the battery was increased from 3.01 to 5.48 Ω·cm². The increase in polarization ASR is much severer than that of ohmic ASR, 2.14 Ω·cm² vs 0.33 Ω·cm². The reduction in power density of RSOFC shown in Fig. 3b corresponds to the increases in ASR obtained from electrochemical impedance study, decreasing from the original 131 to 60 mW/cm² after 100 cycles. The after-100-cycle performance degradation shown in Fig. 3 seems to suggest that the initial degradation as shown in Fig. 2b could be related to the RSOFC employed.

Microstructural examination.— To further investigate why the battery’s initial performance has degraded, microscopic examination on the RSOFC was carried out. Fig. 4a shows the RSOFC consisting of all the three functional layers: air-electrode, electrolyte and fuel-electrode. The contacts between electrolyte and electrodes seem to be intact. Figs. 4b and 4c show that the bonding between air electrode and electrolyte was not affected after the 100 cycles. Fig. 4d further shows that the infiltrated SSC-SDC fine particles remain well dispersed in the porous LSGM skeleton after the test. Such an air-electrode structure is deemed beneficial to the retention of battery’s performance. The comparison in Fig. 4e and 4f of the interface between fuel-electrode and electrolyte before and after test appears to suggest that...
the detachment at the interface after the cyclic test could attribute to the increase in the total ASR observed. How to make a good fuel electrode of RSOFC under the testing conditions is, therefore, critical to achieving higher and more stable performance for the battery, according to this study.

It is known that the overall performance of the battery is determined not only by RSOFC, but also by the Fe-based ESM. Our previous study has shown that the Fe-based ESM is capable of retaining its porosity and grain size even after endurance test at 800 °C, mainly benefited from the presence of ZrO2 as the sintering inhibitor. Fig. 5 shows that similar microstructures of the same ESM can also be retained for 650 °C. In particular, spherical particles of Fe are visible in Fig. 5b being uniformly distributed across the ESM after the test. No significant changes in the microstructure of ESM can be found to attribute to the degradation of the battery. Therefore, the degradation shown in the durability test should mainly arise from the fuel electrode of the RSOFC.

Conclusion

The recently developed solid oxide Fe-air redox battery has shown potential for use in mid- to large-scale stationary energy storage. To fulfill the requirements of stationary energy storage, cyclic durability of the battery is of great importance. In this study, we demonstrated the performance of a solid oxide Fe-air redox battery continuously cycled under a current density of 50 mA/cm² for 100 times remained rather stable. The battery exhibited an average discharging specific energy of 760 Wh/kg-Fe over the 100 cycles, which is about 77.1% of maximum theoretical specific energy. When compared with the average charging specific energy (= 1,370 Wh/kg-Fe), the battery showed a round-trip efficiency of 55.5%. Post-test examinations suggested that the fuel-electrode in the RSOFC could be a major source of the degradation and performance losses observed in battery’s performance, which calls for the development of robust fuel-electrodes for future SOMARBs to achieve a better cyclic stability with higher specific energy and round-trip efficiency.
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